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Foreword 
By Craig Bremner 

DESIGN IN ANY ERA: Going-For-Real 

To begin to think about the accelerating transformation of the world by de-

sign, first, we have to see this change as a product of social transformation 

and not, as is mostly understood by the accelerationists, by transforming 

technology and capital to bring about this change at some future juncture. 

This has always been an uncomfortable position for design, which, by the 

mid-nineteenth century under the irresistible influence of the idea of utopia, 

had come to consider the social as a condition of design (not the other way 

around). But by now it should be clear that this historic design process has 

been ground down by flows of capital and people, and it is the flows of people 

urbanizing the planet that make transformation a social project not a techno-

logical project. I am certain it’s not the aim of this book to illustrate a history 

of design, but that is what it does, and it’s a very different type of history of 

design that comes from the authors’ reliance on the proponents of the com-

ing accelerated culture. By focusing on new ‘projects’ that stretch the possi-

bilities of design to test new limits and boundaries, GOING REAL presents a 

new landscape for design in the coming topological culture. Rushing into a 

new topology of relations leaves behind it, not invisible but as traces, the 

several phases that have comprised the history of design[ing]. In this history, 

it is relatively easy to demonstrate these phases of design history because 

they are represented via projects that find their way into the first stories and 

the early exhibitions concerned with design as an emergent form of shaping 

the world. In short, one can state that the phases of design history were two: 

the TAXONOMIC phase and the CARTOGRAPHIC phase.  

The TAXONOMIC phase concerned with the classification of design by cate-

gory of design (e.g. industrial v. graphic), type of object/image/designer and 

some contextual details (e.g. country of origin). This mode of historicity was 

codified by the first exhibiting institutions (mainly museums) and exemplified 

in the influential design exhibition “Italy: The New Domestic Landscape” at 

MoMA in 1972. Following the taxonomic was the CARTOGRAPHIC phase 

concerned with locating design in space/time/market as exemplified in na-

tionalist design styles – Danish/Italian/Japanese/etc. The cartographic phase 

was also codified by the exhibiting institutions (still in museums) and cap-

tures all the historic/current/future surveys of designers or design moments, 
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which were all configured by the politics of branding manufacturing prowess 

and summarized by a marque to lure consumers “Made in COUNTRY”.  

The stories – and most of the histories – of design were told and/or exhibit-

ed in one form or another via these two modes of narration. For most of the 

relatively brief period in which design’s history has been told (and re-told) 

design has only momentarily embraced the real. Victor Papanek’s ‘Design for 

the Real World’ (1984) was far too real for design, because locked in with the 

infinite possibilities at the core of design’s boundless opportunism, Papanek 

demanded infinite responsibility. Attempts to get closer to the real came 

about with the advent of innovation replacing the idea, and design’s story was 

recalibrated into what I think of as the SYNTHETIC phase – the concern with 

new developments in methods, materials, practices and the advent of the 

design of nothing (otherwise known as services) that have the potential to 

affect people differently. This phase is exemplified in Paola Antonelli’s nu-

merous exhibitions at MoMA. In contrast to these more or less solid phases, 

we are now in a POST-CONTENT phase based on a system of global flows of 

potentially infinite linkages to information – the coming topological culture - 

that now require less of designers’ creativity than the designer’s almost non-

existent editing skills. 

GOING REAL is deeply immersed in what has and/or will follow the solid 

phases of both history and the technology that now defines our engagement 

with space and time. And this time is under acceleration as the book repeats – 

capitalism (design’s patron) is postcapitalism, human (design’s missing sub-

ject) is posthuman, the Anthropocene (only just coined but already contest-

ed) is post-Anthropocene, functionalist (design’s problem-solving mantra) is 

post-functionalist, Fordist (the assembly line initiated not in Detroit but in 

Chicago slaughterhouses) is post-Fordist, industrial (the genetics of design) is 

post-industrial, and contemporaneity (itself only temporary) is post-

contemporaneity. All of these ‘posts’, all of this ‘after’, all of this ‘that which 

will follow’, add up to the accelerated culture that the book documents in a 

series of incisive case studies.  

Therefore, the logic applied to this book, while not explicitly building on 

these historic phases, assumes knowledge of where design has come from in 

order to investigate the relationships between design and the flows of infor-

mation it must now edit in order to make sense of its position. To help find 

one’s way the two common words Going and Real become a beguiling phrase 

as the title of this book – GOING REAL - and the amateur grammarian in me is 

a little surprised by their instant complexity. With the phrase GOING REAL 

what do the authors intend? And with a significant portion of the contents 

informed by the proponents of accelerationism GOING REAL urges design to 

pick up speed. But in order to address the ‘post-’ we need to revisit the ‘pre-’ 
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so that the ‘after’ that will become the ‘future’ as ‘post-something’ is recog-

nizable by contrast to the long ‘before’. But the grammar of the two words 

GOING and REAL is not simple. GOING can be an adjective, noun (gerund) 

and verb. And REAL can be both adverb and noun. If you explore the possibil-

ities of its grammar you get the following prescient combinations; 

Going Real = adjective + adverb = an attribute that modifies a verb (in 

this case the future of a reality) – The future…really 

Going Real = adjective + noun = an attribute of a thing (in this case the 

reality of a future) – The really future 

Going Real = noun + adverb = the thing of a modifier (in this case the 

future of reality) – The future reality 

Going Real = noun + noun = the thing of a thing (in this case the future 

of the future and/or the reality of reality) – The future future and/or 

the real real 

Going Real = verb + adverb = acting on a modifier (in this case the fu-

ture real) – The future real 

Going Real = verb + noun = acting on a thing (in this case the real fu-

ture) – The real future 

Regardless of the combination GOING REAL makes sense of its entangled 

syntax and by exploring its rules its argument – The Value of Design in the Era 

of Postcapitalism – simply gets stronger. I will explain. 

The Future… Really 

Any and every discussion of design involves some notion of a future that in 

some way will be influenced by design or hold some sort of future for design. 

And as I said, at the outset of this discussion always winds up in the genre of 

utopia – it is unavoidable for the simple fact that design’s predilection for what-

might-become is utopian. Ironically, this weakness for possible future scenarios 

is, post-everything, now better expressed as what-might-not-become, and GO-

ING REAL uses this recent inevitability as its springboard. In this manner it 

shares many of the qualities of the illustrative utopia; it is a book where a chal-

lenging new idea of design has been fused with the concept of a becoming ideal 

depiction of design illustrated by case studies aimed to give us the possibility of 

future plans; and the future is in desperate need of plans. But long before the 
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illustrative utopia emerged more or less a century ago, the narrative utopia had 

been circulating in increasingly incalculable numbers for about 400 years. In this 

– its original form – it was clear that the planned conditions aimed at condition-

ing society made life itself conditional, producing purposefully uncomfortable 

planned futures. But very recently (in a geological time being called the Anthro-

pocene or Capitalocene or, in this book, post-Anthropocene) the planet has 

taken over the planning of our future. 

That future plans always became planned futures only came to light in the 

early 20th Century and the limiting prospects of these futures are enacted 

daily as the idea of design was replaced by the image – first the image of the 

urban city and then the image of the planetary city and now the dream imag-

es of an interplanetary city funded by tech-billionaires. All these imag-

es/dreams were illustrated by the radical designers as a technological exit 

from utopia but now they have been reprised as literal means of re-entering 

the non-place of utopia on the one island we share. With this background, for 

design to be going anywhere, the Real must confront the conflict between the 

Idea of design versus some Ideal of design[ing]. However, because of its media 

definition, the very idea of design invites pursuit of the ideal. And educational 

enhancement has laid the path to the ideal designer. Enhancement was de-

veloped around the regime of organization and has become classically scien-

tific. The regime is now so successful that it is imitated everywhere. Therefore, 

the idea of the design produced the imitation of both the regime and the 

designer. The imitation is now the Ideal and the media transmit this creation. 

Design no longer needs an idea, giving rise to a question vexing all dimen-

sions of design – if the ideal (now a derivative) no longer needs an idea (an 

original), can design (endless imitation) produce an idea of design? An answer 

requires knowing what to look for. And perhaps we shouldn’t look at the 

means of enhancement (talent identification and education), or enhancing 

the means (via increasingly accelerated technologies), which both pursue the 

ideal. If we look from outside the regime, then the ideal designer is playing to 

a skeptical public with little trust in the idea of design. So, without an idea, the 

ideal of design is now a fragile media invention with no moral reference. But 

now the idea of the discipline of design doesn’t seem to exist, and its ideal 

exists on another playing field defined by the media. The net result is the ideal 

has no feel for the idea, and the idea has no effect on the ideal. If we accept 

this scenario, we have to ask whether we still participate in the idea of design? 

The answer from GOING REAL is an unqualified yes. 

The Really Future 

What happens when we go about navigating the utopian idea as the realiza-

tion of an ideal or a contract (i.e. how to achieve that ideal)? The narrative 
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utopia has always been understood to function not as a possible future sce-

nario, but as a critique of existing conditions and is studied in literature under 

the genre of satire. By contrast, the function of the much later illustrative 

utopia has become highly problematic. In the late nineteenth century, there 

was a seismic shift in the concept of utopia when the depiction of idealized 

space was grafted onto the urban planning imaginary rapidly seducing us into 

attempting to construct idealized spaces. The same happened not long after, 

under the guidance of the Bauhaus with its idealized types of objects, and 

now again under the illusion of techno-populism idealized services. Services 

that make us believe we belong. By imaging society as a product of ideal space 

the ‘illustrated plan’ highlighted economic, social and political problems 

which planning then solved leading to the design of planned futures. Early in 

the twentieth century new cities and new suburbs on the outskirts of old cit-

ies appeared to validate this idealized form of plan. Detroit (featured in this 

book) is a typical example where the existence of the idealized object – the car 

– created the conditions for the ideal suburban life. As a result, what was once 

a conditional critique became a conditioning device. From that moment the 

idea of the future became unnatural. Not quite artificial, but no longer natural 

in the way that the future had always been perceived to be real. However, as 

David Harvey explains, the future has already been mortgaged; he writes 

"One of the things about debt is that it tends to foreclose the future—you 

have already spent the future," Harvey says. "It is very difficult to have an 

imagination of something radically different when your future is already 

pinned to some continuation of capital” (cited in Carlson S., 2014). 

The Future Reality  

One of the exits from the moral weight of the history of progress has been the 

fashion for disruption, which Jill Lepore (2018) explains “…emerges in the 

1990s as progress without any obligation to notions of goodness. And so dis-
ruptive innovation, which became the buzzword of change in every realm in 

the first years of the 21st century, including higher education, is basically 

destroying things because we can and because there can be money made 

doing so” (cited in Goldstein E., 2018). 

The Future Future and/or The Real Real  

When Giorgio Agamben wrote “utopia is the very topicality of things” (cited in 

Salzani C, 2012), he meant belonging to a particular place, but that is increas-

ingly difficult to register in the collective imaginary in the coming topological 

culture that is skimming across the networked surface of everyday life. In 

order to imagine designing for a future that is an increasing accumulation of 
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networked images of no-place in particular, we resort to making willful mis-

representations of life. Sentimentality is defined as the misrepresentation of 

the past to suit our future purposes, so both the real and the future are pri-

marily sentimental (Midgley M., 1979). Restoring the deteriorating images of 

the actions we still seem to like to call design is a sentimental project that only 

enables us to live in the permanent present – the topical now. In this vein, the 

future will remain irreparable because the imaginary images necessary for 

that future will always be in need of constant repair. Fortunately, GOING RE-

AL makes the case that it is a toolbox in which we can find useful tools to 

repair and reset the modern project. 

The Future Real 

The launch of the modern project was the realization that we could imagine 

change and that change could take place animated by design. That we can 

imagine change animates both the future possible and the future real. De-

sign’s predilection for opportunism turns every ‘as-if’ into an imperative 

‘should-be’ driven by Capital turning the future into a money-making deal 

that is the contractual utopia of every design opportunism. 

The Real Future  

In stark contrast to the design imagination, for the few that own the planet, 

the planet has become a destination increasingly like a festival (as satirized by 

Ettore Sottsass) in which we are allowed to engage in their society of the spec-

tacle (as denigrated by Guy Debord) transforming the brief periods we are not 

working into utopian tourism where we search for islands where we can pre-

tend to be native/natural for two weeks (Augé M., 2005). From its invention, 

the site of utopia has almost always been depicted as an island. What isn’t 

explained about the attraction of the island for the setting of utopia is this: 

utopia has never been about an ideal location – its concern is the location of 

ideas. The island has always served as the platform for isolating future of 

ideas from their contemporary failure. And despite the neutralizing apocalyp-

tic scenarios we confront we still need to locate ideas for a future of being 

together on the one island we share. But on this island we share, there are a 

few conceptual islands that have formed that help locate how we might think 

about any possible future – and this is what GOING REAL does well – its case-

studies are islands of possibilities in oceans of debt and doubt. When the 

planet turned from rural to urban the rural had always been an idealized set-

ting for the narrative utopia preferably getting away from the hell that is our 

neighbors. But when the illustrative utopia emerged, it found the city too 

beguiling to ignore and soon flying cars filled the space between heroic tow-
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ers. However, these fantastically illustrated cities are in fact rural islands, Ar-

cadian locations cloistered by agricultural landscapes. As the city became a 

fantasy everywhere that was not-city, the regional was set on a collision 

course with new kinds of limits: limits to biodiversity, and limits to the flows 

of energy and water. From this emerged a contrasting scenario of increasingly 

unlimited digital flows. Such flows were mostly methods of genetic experi-

mentation and forms of entertainment. The result was that rural islands were 

left to compete globally for population and productivity. The deterioration of 

this landscape has resulted in more flows of populations into cities whose 

opportunities are inversely proportional to the flow producing what Mike 

Davis called a Planet of Slums (Davis M., 2006). 

In contrast to the rural, all of the accelerating flows of data on individuals, 

populations, ecologies, economics, cities and other subjects are creating infor-

matic islands of rich media producing exhaustive visual evidence that contrasts 

‘as-is’ (or as-it-is) with ‘as-if’ (or as-it-might or should-be). How we navigate the 

informatic island is a mix of a techno-populism that has delivered no more than 

the infinite accumulation of unnecessary stuff in exchange for invasive forms of 

data analytics and this later is highly profitable. The expanding ‘islands’ of virtu-

al life include the vast gaming world that is either utopian in nature or called 

something like ‘Utopia Version…’ have become network islands. The ability to 

interact with the informatics island via the contemporary form of utopia known 

as participatory culture and its networked contexts such as social media, open 

source culture, and ‘prosumer’ tendencies contract us all into the project of 

hyper-financed (post-capitalist?) techno-utopianism. 

The network islands are therefore booming nostalgic or sentimental misrep-

resentations playing out in our preference for the preservation of ‘as-is’, or, 

the plummeting projections of ‘what-might-not-become’ – compared to ‘as-

is’ – causing us to resort to our memories so we can recognize change. This 

nostalgia – this longing to return home – is a romance with myriad personal 

fantasies and any project about the future always has a nostalgia component 

that has been seen before, and always returns design to its home (Boym S., 

2007). From the first turning of the industrial revolution, design emerges as a 

way to communicate with the machine, but the machine rapidly made the 

design idea into an image of itself, and this is a critical moment absent from 

the history of design. The machine made the idea into an image of itself; first, 

as an imitation of the machine; and second, as an imitation of the imaginary 

capacity of design. Almost instantly the idea became an infinite imitation of 

itself, but we can no longer perceive this, and worse, still we accept this as 

natural. But the imitation of imitation has resulted in derivation and the de-

rivative is a precarious financial product that functions by insuring against 

change. Change is now simply a way to make money. Without the capacity to 
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imagine change and with the future foreclosed, the prospects for the future of 

the island we call Earth remaining our ideal location are plummeting. 

As I have said utopia is not about the ideal location: it is about the location 

of ideas. The danger for the project of being together on a populous planet in 

unprecedented proximity is that the conditions are entirely dependent on the 

capacity to imagine change for which we need to locate ideas. Under these 

conditions it is possible to think of a future reality as science fiction has done 

for decades and as Timothy Morton does when describing the Anthropocene, 

“an undead place of zombies, viroids, junk DNA, ghosts, silicates, cyanide, 

radiation, demonic forces, and pollution…. When the charm of world is dis-

pelled, we find ourselves in the emergency room of ecological coexistence” 

(Morton T., 2013). It is also possible to think of the future as already delimited, 

as did a raft of scientists, who in 2009 published in the journal Nature a new 

study on the planet’s carrying capacity entitled “A safe operating space for 

humanity” (Rockström, J. et al., 2009). The same data that enabled the imagi-

nativeness of a ‘safe’ operating space was in fact initially enabled by “the 

integration of […] data sets into a comprehensive portrait of global climate by 

the long-term military investment in supercomputing”; an investment 

prompted by the need to trace the effects of nuclear tests (Masco J., 2010). 

The same tests prompted the development of the scientific scenario called 

the Nuclear Winter, whose bleak prospect then became the subject of count-

less horror films full of radiated zombies. Benjamin Bratton thinks otherwise. 

He predicts that “…the best of all possible news is that, should we survive the 

Anthropocene, it will not be as humans.” (Bratton B., 2013). 

In this bleak context what does GOING REAL signify for design? One way to 

answer this question is to ask several more such as the authors of the World 

Happiness Report who ask, “What will guide humanity in the Anthropocene: 

advertising, sustainability, community, or something else? What is the path to 

happiness?” (Helliwell J. et al., 2012). A possible way to answer what is becom-

ing an endless string of questions about the design of change in a climate of 

unknowable transformations comes from Peter Sloterdijk who says “The most 

important fact of Modernity is not that earth orbits the sun, but that money 

orbits earth” (cited in van Tuinen S., 2009). Another possible answer comes 

from the authors of GOING REAL who write about a geologically post-

Anthropocene planet whose post-contemporaneity is accelerating it into a 

post-industrial/post-Fordist/post-functionalist/post-capitalist/post-human 

cosmos. Their book, GOING REAL, could serve as a post-operative manual for 

the recuperation of spaceship earth.  
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